We present a method for tracking Maximally Stable Homogeneous Regions (MSHR) in images with an arbitrary number of channels. MSHR are conceptionally very similar to Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) and Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR), but can also be applied to hyperspectral and color images while remaining extremely efficient. The presented approach makes use of the edge-based component-tree which can be calculated in linear time. In the tracking step, the MSHR are localized by matching them to the nodes in the componenttree. We use rotationally invariant region and gray-value features that can be calculated through first and second order moments at low computational complexity. Furthermore, we use a weighted feature vector to improve the data association in the tracking step. The algorithm is evaluated on a collection of different tracking scenes from the literature. Furthermore, we present two different applications: 2D object tracking and the 3D segmentation of organs.
Introduction
Extracting Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [9] is an essential step in many image processing applications. The possible applications range from stereo feature point extraction [9] to optical character recognition (OCR) [10] . The linear time MSER algorithm [11] has also been extended to track extremal regions in gray-scale images by Donoser and Bishop [5] . The approach makes extensive use of the gray-scale component-tree, which is used to efficiently localize the MSER regions. Furthermore, as opposed to many of the existing tracking schemes, their approach does not represent objects by a bounding box, but rather by a dense segmentation. This allows the object to undergo non-linear deformations and still be tracked efficiently.
The success of MSER for gray-scale images, and the increasing demand for image processing techniques devoted to color, has motivated the extension of MSER to multichannel images. A well known extension are the so-called Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR) [6] . Although conceptually very similar to MSER, no component-tree is constructed in the segmentation process. Hence, the efficient extension of MSER to multiple channels is not possible using the MSCR framework.
To overcome this limitation, we make use of the recently proposed edge-based component-tree [1] . The edgebased component-tree is an efficient extension of the component-tree devoted to gray-scale images to images with an arbitrary number of channels. The only difference is that the tree nodes do not consist of extremal regions (regions which have a gray-value strictly larger or smaller than their neighboring pixels) but of homogeneous regions. The homogeneous regions are characterized by the fact that each pixel within the region has a vertical or horizontal edge with a smaller magnitude than all outer edges of the region, please see Fig. 1 for details. By traversing the edge-based component-tree, it is possible to extract Maximally Stable Homogeneous Regions (MSHR) regions. They share the same parameters as MSER and scale equally well with growing image sizes. Using the edge-based component-tree has the further advantage that the computational complexity of the tracking stage can be significantly reduced.
The main contribution of this paper is the efficient extension of the MSER tracking algorithm of Donoser and Bishop [5] to images with an arbitrary number of channels. The proposed approach opens the door to a number of new applications and scales very well to images with a large number of channels.
Related Work
For MSER tracking in gray-scale images, the component-tree is essential to enable an efficient computation and improve the robustness [5] . First of all, the component-tree is required to extract the MSER from the tracking target in the initialization step. Secondly, in the tracking step, the MSER are localized within the component-tree of the arXiv:1708.04804v1 [cs.CV] 16 Aug 2017 (a) (b) The MSHR of (a) (c) The MSER of (a) Figure 1 . The center region of (a) is no extremal region since it is lighter and darker than its background. Hence, regardless of the parameter settings, it will never be extracted as an MSER (c). On the other hand, the inner edges of the center region are smaller than its outer edges and hence it is a homogeneous region (b).
new frame by matching them to the nodes in the tree, where each node represents an extremal region within the new frame. This makes the approach much faster and more robust than merely matching the initial MSER to the MSER in the new frame. For more details, please see [5] .
There are essentially three different kinds of component-tree computation algorithms: immersion algorithms, flooding algorithms and merge-based algorithms. Recently, Carlinet and Géraud [2] presented an extensive comparison of the main approaches and showed that the flooding-based approaches of Wilkinson [16] , Salembier et al. [13] and Nistér and Stewénius [11] are superior in terms of speed for 8-bit and 16-bit images. Hence, the natural choice to construct the component-tree in MSER tracking was a flooding-based approach [5] .
To the best of our knowledge, an extension of MSER tracking to multichannel images does not exist to date. This is mainly due to the fact that most extensions of MSER to color do not construct a component-tree. For example, Chavez and Gustafson [4] transform the RGB image to the HSV color space and extract gray-value MSER on the single channels separately. Forssén [6] extract so-called Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR) by using pixel differences in RGB images, as opposed to the RGB values directly. Although no component-tree is constructed in the process, the idea of using pixel differences is appealing, since it does not require a user-defined partial ordering and can further be trivially extended to images with an arbitrary number of channels.
General extensions of gray-value component-trees to multi-channel component-trees have been proposed as well. To this extent, Passat and Naegel [12] introduce the concept of component graphs. Unfortunately, the multi-channel component graph construction requires a suitable, user-defined, piecewise ordering of the multi-channel image data that is specific to the targeted application. In general, the approach is too specific and computationally complex to be used in a real-time tracking scenario.
A further general extension of the component-tree to multi-channel images, which is conceptionally similar to ours, is the Multivariate tree of shapes (MToS) [3] . The MToS is a five step process which first computes a tree of shapes (ToS) for each channel individually. Hence, the runtime has a large linear factor in the number of image channels. Again, computing the ToS for each channel individually is computationally demanding. We compared the edge-based tree-construction to the binaries of MToS and are approximately 10-15 times faster for a three channel image. We expect this performance advantage to be even more prominent for hyperspectral images, which contain significantly more channels.
We extend the MSER tracking to multichannel images by using the edge-based component-tree [1] . In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, the edge-based component-tree is applicable to images of different domains and numbers of channels. Furthermore, it does not require any pre-defined partial ordering. The flooding-based immersion allows an efficient computation that is linear in the number of pixels and scales favorably in the number of channels. Like for the MSER tracking, the component-tree is essential to determine the to-be-tracked regions in the initialization and to efficiently compute the data association in the tracking step.
MSHR Tracking
Object tracking is typically divided into two stages, the initialization and the tracking stage. In the first step, the object location is given and the tracker is initialized. In the second step, given a new frame, the tracker identifies the Figure 2 . Example of how the edge-based component-tree is constructed for a three-channel image (best viewed in color). In a first step, each of the uniquely colored regions is merged into a single component (the inner edge distances are 0). The most similar colors are pink and red and light and dark green. Hence, in the next step, these colors are merged. The orange region has similar distances to the red and green regions and is thus merged with the green and red components in the next step. Finally, the gray region, having the largest distance to all the colors, is merged and the complete image is connected within the edge-based component-tree. Figure 3 . Flowchart of the proposed MSHR tracking approach. At time step t, the features described in section 3.2 are calculated for the currently tracked MSHR. In the next time step, merely the edge-based component-tree is constructed and the features calculated for every node. These features are then matched to those of the MSHR features from time step t. most probable object location.
To date, most trackers represent the object location as an axis-aligned box. Furthermore, most of the existing tracking benchmarks, such as VOT2016 [8] or OTB [17] , also represent objects with axis-aligned or oriented boxes. In MSHR tracking, on the other hand, we represent the object as a dense, by-pixel, segmentation. This enables a much more precise localization of the object and allows the object to undergo non-linear deformations. Nevertheless, we require the object to be representable by a homogeneous region.
Initialization
In a first step, we extract MSHR from the given target location. MSHR divide the image into multiple, possibly overlapping, connected components. The connectedness is not defined through the binary masks of gray-value thresholds, but rather by thresholds of edge magnitudes. The resulting components are characterized by the fact that each pixel within the region has a vertical or horizontal edge that is smaller than the current threshold and, vice versa, that all outer edges of the component are larger than the current edge magnitude threshold. By successively increasing the threshold, the components grow and eventually merge into other components. The merge processes are recorded in the component-tree. An exemplary construction of an edge-based component-tree is visualized in the toy example in Fig. 2 . The construction process follows a flooding-based immersion and is described in more detail in [1] .
Similar to MSER, a Maximally Stable Homogeneous Region R i * is a region that has a local minimum of . dress from OTB [17] . For this gray scale scene, the MSER tracker is able to outperform the MSHR tracker. The tracker also clearly outperforms the best possible overlap an axis-aligned tracker (Best box) can achieve for the segmentations within the scene.
at i * . Here ∆ is the stability parameter of the method and | · | denotes the cardinality. Hence, in the initialization step, the locally most stable regions are extracted from the target and selected for tracking.
Tracking Step
Given the object location in the prior frame, we first define a suitable search domain in the current frame. In all of our experiments we use a rectangular domain with twice the object bounding box extents as search region.
To enable the matching of the MSHR in the tracking step, we compute a handful of region and gray-value features for each MSHR. We solely use features that can efficiently be calculated by region and gray-value moments [15] . The moment of order (p, q) of a region R is defined as
where p ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0. Since the flooding-based immersion considers each image pixel in the tree construction anyway, our choice of features can be calculated while constructing the component-tree without adding significant computational complexity. We use the area of the region (m 0,0 ), the center of gravity (m 1,1 /m 0,0 ) and the ellipse parameters r 1 , r 2 and θ as tracking features. The ellipse parameters can be calculated with the normalized moments, please see [7] for details. Analogously, we use gray-value moments to calculate the average gray-value and the grayvalue deviation of the single channels as further features. Please note, our selection of features makes the approach invariant to rotations of the MSHR. To further improve the robustness, we weight the single features in the matching step for specific applications. For example, if the object may undergo great deformations, but has a relatively constant color, the weight of the region moments can be reduced and the gray-value features weights increased.
In the tracking step, we do not extract the most stable MSHR and match their features to those from the initial frame. Instead, we compare the features of the initial MSHR to the features all of the homogeneous regions in the component-tree nodes. This helps to improve the robustness and ensures we do not restrict the search to only maximally stable homogeneous regions. The general idea of MSHR tracking is visualized in Fig. 3. 
Model Update
To enable robust tracking, as opposed to [5] , we update the region features incrementally in each frame. This enables to handle short occlusions and detection failures in single frames. Hence, after successfully locating the node that best fits the to-be-tracked MSHR, we update the feature vector as
In our experiments we used λ = 0.5.
Evaluation
The proposed MSHR tracking approach is not restricted to bounding boxes. Hence, to evaluate the quality of the tracking results, we manually annotated dense by-pixel segmentations of a handful of scenes from the OTB [17] and VOT2016 [8] datasets. Otherwise, the given bounding box groundtruth would introduce an undesired bias Figure 5 . book from VOT2016 [8] . Since the gray-scale region is not an MSER, it cannot be tracked with MSER tracking (see Fig. 6 for details). The overlap scores of the MSHR tracking are comparable and sometimes even better than the overlap the best possible axis-aligned tracker could theoretically achieve.
when measuring the overlap scores of by-pixel segmentations. As accuracy measure, we use the commonly used Intersection over Union (IoU) criterion. The IoU of a tracker proposition B and the groundtruth segmentation S is computed as,
To bring the results into perspective, we compute the best possible overlap an axis-aligned tracker could obtain for the segmentation of a given scene. By this means, the performance gain of using segmentations can be highlighted without introducing a bias by choosing a specific set of state-of-the-art axis-aligned trackers to compete against. We refer to this tracker as the Best box. The tracker is computed by optimizing
where b is the axis-aligned box parametrization, which has 4 degrees of freedom. We optimize (5) by exhaustively searching for the best axis-aligned bounding box of each segmentation.
To help understand the difference between MSER and MSHR tracking, we further compare our approach to a version of the MSER tracker [5] . To focus the evaluation on the different regions both approaches use, and not on their features, we use the exact same parameters and moment-based features for both approaches.
For the gray-scale sequence dress from OTB [17] , the MSER tracker outperforms the Best box and the MSHR tracker, as is displayed in Fig. 4 . In the respective sequence, the MSER tracker is able to track the head and the dress of the dancer, while the MSHR tracker only tracks the dress. Hence, the overlap scores of MSER are superior. Nevertheless, it is important to note that both approaches are compared against the best possible axis-aligned tracker and, accordingly, the overlap scores are impressive.
For color images, the difference of MSER and MSHR becomes more evident. In the book sequence from VOT2016 [8] , the MSER tracker fails, as is shown in Fig. 5 . The book is, per definition, not an extremal region in the gray-scale image, as can be seen in more detail in Fig. 6 . Hence, the initialization is not successful and the MSER tracker fails. Nevertheless, the book is a homogeneous region in both the gray-scale and the color image, and accordingly, the MSHR tracker is successful. In most frames, the MSHR tracker is even able to outperform the Best box and obtains an average IoU of 0.7.
For the book sequence, the MSHR tracking requires an average of 21ms per frame and for the dress sequence an average of 16ms per frame. The algorithm is implemented in HALCON 1 and run on an IntelCore i7-4810 CPU @2.8GHz with 16GB of RAM with Windows 7 (x64).
Applications
For MSER tracking, Donoser and Bischof [5] presented three different applications; license plate tracking, face tracking and the segmentation of a fiber network. In the third application, a fiber network is reconstructed in 3D by tracking a slice of the data along the axis orthogonal to the image data. Analogously, we track organs in slices of a Computed Tomography (CT) scan, to generate a 3D segmentation. We use the CT data provided in the 3DIRCADb dataset 2 [14] . Figure 6 . A close-up of book from VOT2016 [8] . Tthe book is not an MSER in the gray-scale image, since its background is lighter and darker than the book itself. Hence, it cannot be tracked with the existing MSER tracking. The book is a homogeneous region though, and can efficiently be tracked with the proposed MSHR tracking. See Fig. 5 for the overlap scores. Figure 7 . Two examples sequences from the 3DIRCADb dataset [14] . Given an initial selection of a single slice (the middle image in (a) and (b)) of the organ, the proposed MSHR tracking tracks the region forward and backwards in space. The segmented slices can be used to reconstruct the organ, see Fig. 8 for an example reconstruction.
To initialize the tracking process, the organ is segmented in an arbitrary slice of the CT data by a bounding box. The most stable MSHR is then selected in the initialization process for tracking. The respective MSHR is tracked through the slice data along the axis orthogonal to the image data. An example of the tracked regions is visualized for two examples in Fig. 7 . Given the segmentations of the single slices, the organ can be reconstructed in 3D. We compare the reconstruction for MSER and MSHR tracking in Fig. 8 . To enhance the visualization, the datapoints are triangulated and the surface normals calculated. Since the contrast of the organs can be very low in CT images, the MSER tracking has difficulties catching the organ boundaries. Furthermore, the organ is sometimes partely lighter and darker than the background, which may lead to MSER tracking failure. The proposed MSHR tracking copes well with these difficulties, and the reconstructions are significantly better.
Please note, the tracking of the regions in the CT slices is extremely efficient and only requires an average of 5ms per slice. Hence, for the 45 slices in Fig. 8 the complete 3D reconstruction process, which includes the triangulation (≈ 1s), the calculation of the surface normals (≈ 130ms), and the segmentation (≈ 220ms), requires only around 1.5s.
Conclusion
We presented an efficient extension of the MSER tracking algorithm to images with an arbitrary number of channels. We evaluated the approach on a collection of densely segmented ground-truth sequences and display its advantages to MSER tracking. The approach is linear in the number of pixels and runs at 50 fps on the evaluated tracking Figure 8 . In the first row, the reconstruction of the liver is displayed for MSER tracking. The low contrast and the fact that the background is partly darker and lighter than the objects makes the reconstruction noisy. The proposed MSHR tracking can cope with these situations and the reconstruction is significantly better.
sequences. Furthermore, the approach was used for the 3D reconstruction of organs in CT images. It was more accurate compared to the original MSER tracking and has a very low computational complexity.
